CONSULTANCY
Education:
LISAID provides scholarship links and opportunities to students who want to study overseas as well as scholarships information,
prepares and submits scholarship applications to university of choice or schools in order ease admission process.

Sports:
LISAID connects professional sports athletes from Africa to professional clubs in Liberia, Spain, England, Germany, Portugal,
Brazil and Australia for the purpose of an athlete reaching his or full potential that leads to earning a living .

Agriculture:
LISAID negotiates for agricultural land, equipment, tools and chemicals for and on behalf of its clients and also provides
information on global agricultural imports and exports trade between partners within Free-Trade-Agreements that promotes food
sustainability.

Real Estate Management:
LISAID identifies economies in which housing and real estates are profitable and advises investors of such information for the
creation of affordable housing for low income earners in South Saharan African, Asia and Latin America.

Mining:
LISAID advises investors in Africa, Asia, and Latin America regarding regions where goal, diamond, silver and alumni are in
high depository as well as low prices couple with affordable low cost labours. The company also helps in the recruitment of labours
so that investors are not overwhelmed with the rigorous process of social corporate responsibilities and complaints.

Transportation:
LISAID provides information to investors where transportation are in limited supplies as well as connects clients with relevant
authorities.

Textiles and Sowing:
LISAID links investors with schools, security agencies, and corporate offices to provide uniforms of all kinds that
benefit all parties with the underlying assumption of profitability, and cost saving for consumers and suppliers.

Information Technology:
LISAID creates opportunities for investors to share information from any part of the World by assisting in the creation of
affordable websites, database and Integrated Customised Social Media Platforms (IC-SMP). The LISAID also invests in to
creation and introduction of "International Business Machines (IBM)" that reduces financial impropriety in a firm/company.

Procurement:
LISAID provides Civil Society Organizations (CSOs), Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs), businesses as well as
government agencies with adequate methods of procurement, cost efficient and effective mechanism that create opportunities for
businesses to leave from a net loss to profit margin; which reduces overspending on goods & services.

Banking:
LISAID provides banking opportunities to businesses and individuals who are searching for secure financial institutions to borrow
from, buy shares from that will accrue attractive profit.

Advertising and Marketing:
LISAID provides adequate advertising and marketing platforms for business entities in order to increase sales, and marginal
profit.

Housing Construction:
LISAID provides specialists in all areas of construction along as well as construction tools to its clients with affordable fees.

